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BOOK ONLY (No Cards)This book is designed to be used as daily guidance for you, simply

close your eyes and focus on the question you most need guidance for and then open to any

page and read the message that the cards have for you. This gem of a book will give you an

immediate shot of positive energy, increase your confidence, enhance your readings and boost

your intuitive ability. This book has everything the companion APP has…AND MORE! With

additional guidance for each card, enhanced explanations, alternate meanings for 3-card

readings and empowering questions for readers to ask themselves and their clients to give

more in depth readings.This oracle is quite simply, the light. Use it whenever you need a shot of

pure, positive energy and vibrant light. Its dynamic energy will zing you with a surge of

empowering momentum towards your own ass-kicking, life-changing, world-saving dreams.

The Positive Energy Oracle will guide you in both the dark moments and the light and offers a

strong, uplifting, and empowering reminder that you got this, no matter what the “this” is, and

that you are never, ever alone. Every page in this book is infused with a bright, strong spark of

wise, bootie-kicking energy that believes in your strength 100% and fist pumps the air every

time you choose to get out of your own way and become that strong, empowered, way-shower

of light that I know you want to be.In her signature salty, playful, empowering and semi-wise

manner, author Elizabeth Ward offers readers the opportunity to deepen and expand their

intuitive abilities with the Positive Energy Oracle Cards in this fun, practical and vibrantly

delightful way.



Positive Energy Oracle inflation

DC, “Great book. Great idea to have a book instead of a pack of cards. Would have been better

with colour pictures though. I have the app as well.”

The book by Elizabeth Ward has a rating of  5 out of 3.8. 10 people have provided feedback.
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